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Abstract: To calculate photophysical properties of materials that exhibit
multiphoton absorption, validation of density functional theory (DFT)/timedependent DFT (TDDFT) for chromophores of interest is discussed, in
particular the use of an appropriate exchange-correlation functional, for
investigating charge-transfer excited states. In new directions, photophysical
properties of nanoscale clusters that exhibit two-photon absorption (TPA) are
described, specifically regarding gold and semiconductor nanoclusters.
Aspects relating to the structure, one-photon (OPA) and TPA spectra
prediction of stable “magic-size” [Au25(SR)18]-1, gaining insight into the large
experimentally observed TPA, are discussed, as well as OPA for small stable
CdSe nanoclusters of varying size. Finally, the possible utility of plasmonic
Au nanorods is reported.
In this context, computational prediction of
fluorescence enhancement and quenching by simulation of emitters proximate
to metal nanoparticles is summarized.
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